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Easy Recruit is a natural
extension to the current

recruitment software. It is a
100% native Microsoft Word

Editor that allows you to
send personalized messages

to your clients. Also, the
candidate tracker permits
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you to view a database of all
your candidate's information,

and job descriptions. The
detailed task management

capability allows you to
maintain schedule for

yourself or your clients, and
also gives you an idea about

the schedule of all your
clients. Easy Recruit is a fast,
easy to use application and

an ideal candidate
management tool. It helps

you manage all your clients
and candidates better, and

saves your time and money.
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The ease of use has helped
the companies like Service

Associates Recruitment, iMax
Recruitment, iRecruitment

Partners and DC Recruitment
to maintain a greater profit

than ever before. Easy
Recruit is available for
Download at: for more

updates on our software's
news and reviews, subscribe
to our newsletter at: To see
the features of Easy Recruit

in more detail, View the
video at: A simple and easy-
to-use Windows application
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that shows the date,
currency and time in your

favourite language. Features:
Maintain currency

information in just 1 simple
window. Budget: USD 1.00
($1.00) currency; display

"USD" in the currency field.
Change the font size in the
currency field. Show time in
12 hour or 24 hour format.
Current time format: like
"10:30 AM" This month's

Bitcoin prices are
skyrocketing! We just

checked the price of a single
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bitcoin for 99 USD. Check the
Bitcoin price every month
with our new bitcoin graph

and Bitcoin price graph. Get
all the news about bitcoin at
You'll also find all you need

to know about crypto
currencies at Follow us on

Twitter: Like us on Facebook:
Subscribe to the

CoinIndustry.news
Newsletter: Now in

wordpress:

Easy Recruit Personal Free
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Easy Recruit is a recruitment
software which not only

gives you a powerful
candidate matching service

but also allows you to
manage your client,

interviewer and candidate
interactions seamlessly and
effectively. Its ease of use

and extraordinary high
output, leaves no scope for

doubt. Easy Recruit Personal
Description: Easy Recruit

Personal is one of the best
applicant tracking systems

(ATS) in the market now. The
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most outstanding feature of
Easy Recruit Personal is the

ability to schedule an
interview with the candidate.

Easily import clients'
contacts and integrate with

new version of Microsoft
Outlook. Easy Recruit

Personal Description: Easy
Recruit Personal is being
used by more than 10000

companies all over the world
to scan, grade and process

all the candidates. Easy
Recruit Personal offers

several powerful features
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like Multi Recruitment, Photo
Matching, Audio Matching,
Acceptance Certificates,
Candidate Registration,

Differentiate Email system,
Integrate with Outlook. Easy
Recruit Personal Description:

Easy Recruit Personal is a
powerful recruiter's software

which is easy to use. You
needn't to read an

instruction book to work
using this. Easy Recruit

Personal gives you standard
application. It is an

integrated tool for recruiting,
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screening, resume reviewing,
database management and

client communication for
professional recruiters. Easy
Recruit Personal Description:

This is the most powerful,
easy and user-friendly

recruitment software. It will
help you recruit and hire the
best applicants at the lowest
cost. Easy Recruit Personal is

an extremely easy to use
recruitment software that

runs smoothly on any
Windows operating system.

Easy Recruit Personal is
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integrated with Outlook
2000, XP, 2003, 2007

Features: ￭ Supports all
Microsoft Outlook versions
like 2000, XP, 2003, 2007 ￭
Supports all Windows OS;

Windows 95, 98, Me, 2000,
XP, 2003, 2007 ￭ Runs
smoothly even on older

machines ￭ Easy to use and
manageable through a client-

friendly interface ￭ Added
updates daily ￭ Can record
and track daily activities

such as phone calls, emails,
etc. ￭ Can generate fax
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reports ￭ Can accept internal
candidates directly from
PeopleSoft ￭ Can export

reports to CSV, Text, PDF,
XLS, HTML, RTF ￭ Can upload

and transfer resumes and
client-approval letters from
other sources using resume
transfer utility ￭ Can export
and import candidates ￭ Can

import and export
candidates from PeopleSoft

� b7e8fdf5c8
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Easy Recruit is a complete
recruitment solution with
robust tools which can get
you and your team more
productive in recruitment
field. With Easy Recruit you
can: ￭ Create the most
efficient database of
professional clients and their
requirements ￭ Enroll
multiple clients across
multiple geographical
regions and time zone ￭ See
all the requirements of a
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client along with the
expected revenue, or task
completion time ￭ Shortlist
potential candidates based
on the requirements given ￭
Send personalized invitation
mail to candidate, based on
client requirements ￭
Calendar based system
where you can control the
date, time and location of
each interview and client
follow-up ￭ Send reminder to
candidate and client on
specific dates and times ￭
Import/Export candidate
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resumes ￭ Send personalized
mail to a client and/or
candidates and view them
online ￭ Interactive mail
client with popup reminder
and task recurrence facility ￭
Taxes can be levied as per
individual client
requirements Fully featured
Recruitment System for
Professionals Easy Recruit is
designed keeping in mind
every minute process of
recruitment. All its individual
procedures like maintaining
clients and candidates data,
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identifying the right
candidates, arranging
interviews, managing follow-
ups, customized invoicing,
task manager, email facility
to name a few, lead to a
complete recruitment
solution. This cuts the time
and efforts, and ensures a
phenomenal growth in the
profitability and efficiency of
your recruitment business.
It's user friendly interface
extends the feel of simplicity
and ease, and pampers even
the first time user. All in all,
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this application will make
you believe that finally the
process of recruitment
became complete and really
easy. Here are some key
features of "Easy Recruit": ￭
Sharp Candidate Matching
Based on client requirements
only candidates with
'available' status are
matched and shortlisted,
ignoring the'selected' and
'unavailable' candidates. ￭
Resume Import
Import/Update candidate
resumes and view them
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online while tracking and
short listing candidates.
Import candidate resumes
from email attachments. ￭
Built-in Mail Client Select
candidates or clients from
the self-building, integrated
address book and reach
them through email-client
from within Easy Recruit. ￭
Integrated Task Manager
Calendar like Task Manager
with popup reminders and
task recurrence facility.
Interview schedules and
client follow-ups can be
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added concurrently to it. ￭
Customized Invoicing Allows
you to

What's New in the Easy Recruit Personal?

Easy Recruit is a complete,
efficient and dedicated
candidate search tool. It has
been designed keeping in
mind the value of every
minute of a recruiter's time.
It is a very easy to use, user
friendly application. It
ensures complete client
confidentiality by integrating
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with an inbuilt anti-spam
system. It has a complete
contact managing system
with email, mobile and web
clients It has built-in
workflow tracking system
SUMMARY: Easy Recruit is a
unique and revolutionary
application, which is
designed keeping in mind
every minute processes of
recruitment. This is a
complete and dedicated
candidate search tool. It has
been designed keeping in
mind the value of every
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minute of a recruiter's time.
It is a very easy to use, user
friendly application. It
ensures complete client
confidentiality by integrating
with an inbuilt anti-spam
system. It has a complete
contact managing system
with email, mobile and web
clients It has built-in
workflow tracking system
What makes the LG GD75 a
must have phone?
Asymmetrical design mirrors
the heavy handedness of this
phone. The black/white
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design is only broken up by a
USB port on the left side,
while on the right side is a
green color-accented power
button. Instead of the
traditional
camera/widgets/menu setup
on the LG GD75, you’ll find
the typical smartphone main
menu along with the
aforementioned power
button. The LG GD75 runs
Android 4.0 Ice Cream
Sandwich, which makes it an
instant upgrade from the
previous LG GD55. This
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means the LG GD75 is a fast
phone, but also more prone
to crashing than the GD55.
Some of you may be
wondering where the
ergonomics have gone.
Instead of a slide-out
mechanism for the camera,
the LG GD75 has swapped it
out for a physical button.
While this doesn’t give you
the same control it does
allow a much smaller part of
your hand to be used. The
LG GD75 also has a standard
VGA camera, rather than a
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higher resolution camera.
Two things I like about the
ergonomics on the LG GD75
are the way they separated
the volume rocker from the
power button, and the
screen’s clickiness. The
rocker looks crisp and
doesn’t have the slight
mushy feeling you get on
some smartphones, the
power button, however, has
the distinct feel of a button
when you click on it. The
phone has
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System Requirements For Easy Recruit Personal:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7
SP1/8/8.1/10 (64 bit)
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
E6300 @ 2.66 GHz (2.0 GHz);
AMD Athlon 64 X2 5600+ @
2.8 GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics
card with 1 GB RAM DirectX:
Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 25
GB available space Network:
Broadband Internet
connection Sound Card:
DirectX 9-compatible sound
card with minimum
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